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My work crosses sculpture and installation using everyday
objects, in relation with elements gathered in urban and natural
environments, to reflect upon domination and resistance.
Each project I develop focuses in field research and its encounters, where the aspects of context is highly significant. By
searching the history of life of objects, my work adress questions of how the net of basic needs and the conception of the
domestic, relates with production, exchange and value systems.
I am interested in the territories objects travel through time and
the positions they gain in that journey, the geopolitics involve in
their existence and circulation, in order to explore how matter
is exploited, reorganize, transform and distribute through social culture.
The installations I create present a friction of forces opposing
the notions of borders and limitlessness, absence and presence, the container and the content, the authentic and the
massive, the necessary and the useless.
By exploring the edges of landscape, and the borders of property, I accumulate elements thrown in time, and dispersed as
residual fragments to make them interplay with those we use in
everyday life.
I piece, gather, assemble and replicate what can be found
everywhere, but only in one particular place and moment, as
an index of a continuous progression, and as a sign of a material culture. I intervene the limits and matter of objects, to create a new mark in its history and distort a future archaeology.

NATURAL
STATE

How can we reestablish in our sight the fracture that divides the “natural realm”
from the “social”? The relationship between the nonhuman and the human in
light of an urbanized world transformed its limits. Walls and fences contribute
in creating that illusory distance, as if they really protected us from something.
One day forests and houses are burned by the friction between branches and
the power line, another day a tree falls with the force of the wind over a cable,
while the light that illuminates our artificial world falls; and it is this absence
that allows us to see better the stars at night. Nature occasionally fractures the
security of the human world as we constantly fracture the natural world.
NATURAL STATE is an exercise to bring distances closer, exploring the plot
between the transit of these two worlds, of which we only have their pieces. It
rebuilds a path of textures that travel in the ambiguity of extreme closeness.
A mediated point of view that let us see through movement, a way of interweaving what is apparently divided. Animal, vegetable and artificial remains, were
first scanned and then recorded the route made by hand through video screen
capture over the digitilized images. The videos were linked together following
the order of recollection of each item guided by its place of origin. The found
elements were gathered in a foot transit along roads between urban and rural
areas until reaching the sea. The sequence is seen through a circular mask
that trims the external contours of the remains, eclipsing the image for each
descending transit.

NATURAL STATE

Video 15´
2x2m
Ross Cultural Center, Pichilemu
2020
https://vimeo.com/395972036

NATURAL STATE

Video stills from found elements:
a cow bone, a paint brush and a leaf

NATURAL STATE

Scanned image from
remnants of a Soda bottle

THE WEIGHT OF
THINGS

THE WEIGHT OF THINGS addresses the coexisting relationships
between residual elements of industrial and natural origin presenting
them in a state of permanent tension.
Through the collection of plant, animal and artificial remains found in
sidewalks, the work tests the physical balance of things through the
weight of the image and its support.
The remains are photographed and print on real scale and supported by a thread that traces a subjected relationship inside and
outside the frame, relating each of these elements to their equivalent pair. A piece of plastic is supported as a counterweight by a
branch, a leaf by a fragment of concrete from a sidewalk, a feather
by a broom handle, a seed by the rest of a burst balloon. The lightness of the insignificant acquires solidity through resistance, where
residues of human made things are sustain by animal and plant
remains.

THE WEIGHT OF THINGS

Digital photography
18 images in counterweight, silk thread and eyebolts
600 x 230 m
Intervention in an abandoned apartement building
3rd floor, Carmen 36, Santiago, Chile
2018

CORRELATION

CORRELATION departs from the encounter of remnants of ceramic ware in the
north of Chile, which were traces of English settlements established in nitrate
regions, to exploit this natural resource. From a found piece, a reflection arises
around the incrustation of the foreign into the most primary principle of the
landscape: a rock, inquiring how these elements are transformed and merged
into their own limits.
The work investigates the relations of correspondences between elements of
natural and artificial order, in which equivalences are sought between what
is apparently contrary. How a stone is linked to a teapot? The glossy white in
contrast with the dark opaque, the fragile against the tough, the smooth across
the rough, the heavy over the lightweight are opposing forces in constant tension. Correlation presents in each of these merged units, a contrast of weights
and resistances but which nevertheless are aspects of the same. It is a question about the origin and the physics of materials, since both stone and ceramics share the same substance. The silica that is in rocks formation, also is the
main component of ceramic material. Nature and human made objects are not
really separated, they are somehow connected since objects are not purely
constructed elements, they transform us with their own capacity of action, interacting with our environment, and building our daily life.

CORRELATION

Rocks, ceramic objects, metalic and marble tables
120 x 220 x 350 cm
Focus Object Subject,
Cecilia Fajardo-Hill curatorship, ChAco, Santiago Chile
2017

PHASE
TRANSITION

PHASE TRANSITION is the result of an investigation that crosses natural resources and the transit of matter between liquid and solid state.
The process for this exhibition began in 2014 in Scotland, during a three-month
residency, where I collected natural and cultural remains scattered in the political boundaries of the United Kingdom. Later on I replicate and melted them
under a mold process, recycling Chilean copper discarded by the British industry. Back in Chile, I toured the southern part of the country in search of volcanic
rocks, which had the same weight ratio with each of the copper cast pieces.
By means of sheaves and copper wires, I created an installation where rocks
and the cast pieces were suspended in space as a result of its counterweight.
In parallel with this work, I gathered water from Chilean rivers that receive remnants of mining processes from the copper industry held by english enterprises.
A series of fragmented glasses, caused by the expansion force of freezing the
collected water in different glass vessels, were presented at the entrance of the
exhibition. Phase transition, seeks to generate links between physical stages, in
reference to historical and political processes associated with mineral resources
in Chile and its global exploitation.

PHASE TRANSITION

Fused copper elements
Variable dimensions
Glenfiddich residency, Scotland
2014

PHASE TRANSITION

Fused copper elements in balance with volcanic
rocks
Patricia Ready Gallery, Santiago, Chile
2015
https://vimeo.com/431341650

PHASE TRANSITION

Broken glasses and copper shelf
1800 cm
Patricia Ready Gallery, Santiago, Chile
2015
https://vimeo.com/431569316

COUNTERFOCE

COUNTERFORCE is an investigation about the remains of the city of Buenos Aires
produced by its development and movement, in which subtractive dynamics generate
a transformation to its identity and to the geographical configuration of its territory. The
work was carried out during URRA Residency, and started from walks along the riverbank in the southern area of Río de la Plata where the Ecological Reserve Costanera Sur
is located.
This reserve was generated spontaneously when flora and fauna managed to settle over
an artificial terrain, created by the filling of debris deposited over the river after the demolition of buildings for the construction of large highways that conducts to the city airport.
More than 300 natural species settled their habitat on top of pieces of marble, granite,
cement and brick. A piece of granite table top, a broken tile, remains of moldings, and
marble fractions were collected and then photograph to transformed them into images
that give presence to what is no longer there.The paper that supports the image falls as
one more fragile layer of the city, and this image is propped up with remnants of demolition elements. The weights and forces are inverted to achieve an equilibrium impossible
to maintain, as if the photographic object is perceived to be heavier than the elements
that actually sustain it.

COUNTERFORCE

Digital Photographs and demolition materials
Variable dimensions
IX International Biennial of Bolivia SIART, Joaquín Sánchez curatorship, National Museum of La Paz
2016

OF
VIOLENT
NATURE

OF VIOLENT NATURE departs with a succession of walks through the north of
Chile in zones with territorial conflict between Chile, Peru and Bolivia.
Along these stretches, I was interested in finding certain crossings between the
idea of fracture and edge, associated with natural and political limits. Borders
issues that have generated forms of violence considering geographical and nature’s own aspects, with historical events and economic interests over the territory and its resources. Nitrate, Copper and now Lithium have thrown the interests
over this disputes territories. I carved collected stones that I found on different
paths along the way in the land that was annexed from Peru and Bolivia, to replicate bullets used in the Pacific War held against these countries in the same
territory that later on was exploited to supply the ingredients for bombs and
bullets used at the Great War. Arranged in a showcase and organized by order
of geographical recollection, this stone bullets seek to make a cross between
landscape, territory and violence, were the amunitions become a fragment of
the landscape matter. This work dialogues with different types of glass vessels,
which contain stones collected from the mountain range of the Andes, all the
way across the rivers until they reach the sea. They are supported by fitting
their irregular shapes with the opening of each container, generating a tension
between weight and the own nature of the materials. A stone collected near a
glacier in the border between Chile and Argentina, is presented with a natural
cut that divides it in two halves, due to the penetration of water into a fissure,
which upon solidification expands generating breakages by low temperatures
produced in high altitudes.

OF VIOLENT NATURE

Bullet replicas carved in stone with the shape of Pacific War ammunitions
150 x 30 x 20 cm
José Roca curatorship, Culltural Centre of Spain, Santiago, Chile
2014

OF VIOLENT NATURE

Glass vessels and stones
600 x 25 x 6 cm
José Roca curatorship, Culltural Centre of Spain, Santiago, Chile
2014

OF VIOLENT NATURE

Natural cut from a rock collected in Los Andes mountain range
25 x 25 x 6 cm
José Roca curatorship, Culltural Centre of Spain, Santiago, Chile
2014

FLOWERS
TOMB

FLOWERS TOMB was exhibited as a result of an Artistic Residency at Flora
Ars Natura in Colombia. The work was develope during a month of residency at the city of Honda and Bogotá. The thematic axis of the exhibition
explores the relationship between the natural world and violence.
Flowers tomb is a work made by cement and wood using Honda local
handicraft techniques to create a grave with the image of a South American endogenous flower, that grows between Colombia and Chile, and from
which scopolamine is extracted. The plant known as Datura stramonium,
contains a toxic substance that was used by Pre-Columbian natives to buried alive the wife and slaves of fallen chiefs, so they would “accompany”
them to the afterworld.
Nowadays this drug has an extended criminal use in Southamerica where
the victims, usually women, are bent to the will of thieves and rapists.

FLOWERS TOMB

Cement and carved wood
180 x 110 x 65 cm
José Roca curatorship, Galería Flora, Bogotá, Colombia
2013

RESERVE

RESERVE was built with solid wood furniture collected in free markets around the
city of Santiago. During the weekends on fair days, residents of all communes
take the streets, to exhibit personal items that are sell or exchange on the sidewalks. The objects recover their mobile condition, thus erasing the limits of the
private space.
Tables, chairs, cupboards, desks and beds, were deconstruct to generate a flat
surface, and then assembled accordingly to the commune in which they were collected in order to reconstruc the city map in the scale of the body.
Reserve exposes a territory of different types of woods and designs, revealing the
social stratification in the urban settlement. The work also adresses changes in
the landscape and echosystem provoke by the wood national industry, due to the
massive plantation of pine trees instead of native species causing vast fires due
to high temperatures in summer.

RESERVE

Solid wood furniture and hinges
670 x 550 x 5 cm
Gonzalo Pedraza curatorship at Centro Cultural Matucana 100, Santiago, Chile
2013

LOCAL
TRANSLATION

LOCAL TRANSLATION is an investigation develope in different regions of
Chile, in which local codes where seek as being applied in global culture
objects. In a first stage, the uses of recycle plastic bottles where capture
in many creative ways along the country as insect traps, water containers
for animals, delimitation of property, flowerpots, antennas protection and in
death rites in “animitas” and cementeries.
In a second stage, plaster models of plastic containers where given to local artisans to reproduce them with their own traditional technics and materials as volcanic stone, cactus wood, lapizlázuli stone, Pelequén stone,
fibers and clay. Local Translation, reflects upon the global culture lifestyle
and consume developement in contrast to local practices and territorial
identities. The intervention of this plastic bottles in the landscape is spread
throughout every locality in the country, even in the most remote ones. By
adopting the material of the landscape this objects seek to reflect upon the
encounter and convergence of distant universes as constructive matters, a
series of fissures are evident, anomalies typical of translation work, that are
a metaphor for other anomalies produced in different areas, in which local
cultural logics rub against the global economic apparatus.

LOCAL TRANSLATION

Plaster models of plastic containers for local translation
300 x 60 x 115 cm
Sala de Arte CCU, Santiago, Chile
2013

LOCAL TRANSLATION

Replicas of plastic containers carved in stone
Sala de Arte CCU, Santiago, Chile
2013

LOCAL TRANSLATION

Replicas of plastic containers carved in volcanic rock
Sala de Arte CCU, Santiago, Chile
2013

LOCAL TRANSLATION

Replicas of plastic containers modeled in clay
Sala de Arte CCU, Santiago, Chile
2013

BROKEN
LINE

BROKEN LINE presents cut out objects of daily use in plastic, metal, clay and
ceramics display according to their respective groups of materials over a dashed
line of fluorescent tables.
For each group of objects, the same amount of purchase money was spent, so
the variable length of the tables is defined by the number of objects displayed
based on their market value. Thus, the largest extension of exhibited objects are
plastics and the smallest, ceramics. By means of transparencies and cuts this
installation shows new perspectives in the functional space of the objects, all
containers made empty exhibit a space that can not longer hold, and are reduce
to a single strip subjected to their minimum recognizable measure, they are transformed into a drawing that outlined its own material, a linear reduction that produces a leak.
The specificity that things acquired in their uses, shows that everything that already exists have some inexhaustible correspondence into something else. To
any variety of flower it corresponds more a diameter and size of vase than to another, and the immense variety of liquids imaginable from a soup, sauce to urine,
present their own empty container.

BROKEN LINE

Metalic objects
180 x 85 x 60 cm
Focus Latinoamerica Arco, Madrid, Spain
Alexia Tala curatorship
2013

BROKEN LINE

Plastic objects
300 x 85 x 60 cm
Focus Latinoamerica Arco, Madrid, Spain
Alexia Tala curatorship
2013

BROKEN LINE

Clay Objects
120 x 85 x 60 cm
Focus Latinoamerica Arco, Madrid, Spain
Alexia Tala curatorship
2013

BROKEN LINE

Ceramic Objects
100 x 85 x 60 cm
Focus Latinoamerica Arco, Madrid, Spain
Alexia Tala curatorship
2013

MINE
FIELD

MINE FIELD is a work that speaks fundamentally of relationships that are blocked
under the metaphor of a war policy. The curator’s premise of the exhibition Operation Truth is based on creating a dialogue with a work from the collection Salvador Allende Solidarity Museum. The work Minefield in dialogue with Bicho from the
brazilian artist Lygia Clark raise questions over museums as institutions doomed
to preserve “objects” more than an interest in spreading their meaning.
The series Bichos, is an emblematic case in the Museum, because in being unable to manipulate the work, the essential contact of the viewer as an active agent
is removed. With this intervention I was seeking to explicit a type of relationship
based in manipulation and dominance that a body imposes over another body,
thus determining and fixating its position in an inorganic and non symmetric relationship. The domestic objects that surrounded the work, become uncanny when
fragmented, not only blocking the way but appear to us disintegrated. This work
also raises questions over the history of the collection that was for years boxed in
a basement due to cultural censorship during political dictatorship.

MINE FIELD

Cut out objects
1100 x 640 cm
Salvador Allende Solidarity Museum
2011

Objectual

Objectual organics is an installation of clusters of disused china. A series

Organics

sizes up to the average height of a table.

of bisected dishware and teacups are stacked according to their models
and marginal differences of colors and patterns, in a decreasing order of
A series of cuts duplicates these objects and takes them to the edge of its
stability. The work seeks to reflect on our consumption dynamics, through
operations that create a paradox in modulating the space of function of
the objects. Thus supplanting the content in the place of the container,
makes them constantly lose their place.

OBJECTUAL ORGANICS

cut out dishware
22 clusters of 85 x 25 x 14 cm each
Animal Gallery
2003
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